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Each set is an Each set is an ““equiv. Classequiv. Class””
identified by a rep.identified by a rep.

Make_Set(xMake_Set(x)) …… Create the Create the 
singleton set              with  singleton set              with  
xx as rep.as rep.

{ }xS x=

Find_Set(xFind_Set(x)) Return pointer to Return pointer to 
set rep of set rep of 

Union(x,yUnion(x,y)) …… Create              with set rep and Create              with set rep and 
destroy      & destroy      & x yS S∪

xS yS
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ParametersParameters
•• nn = # of = # of MakeMake--SetSet opsops

•• mm = # of all ops = # of all ops 
{{Make_SetMake_Set, Union, , Union, Find_SetFind_Set}}

•• # # UnionsUnions

•• m n≥
1n≤ −
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WeightedWeighted--Union HeuristicUnion Heuristic

•• Each rep has a Each rep has a LengthLength--ofof--ListList fieldfield

•• Use this to append smaller sets to largerUse this to append smaller sets to larger
onesones

TheoremTheorem.  If the .  If the LinkedLinked--List representationList representation
of sets and if the of sets and if the weightedweighted--union heuristicunion heuristic
are used, and if a sequence of are used, and if a sequence of mm
{{Make_SetMake_Set, Union, , Union, Find_SetFind_Set} ops are used } ops are used 
(with (with nn MakeMake--Set opsSet ops), then the ), then the 
computational time taken is computational time taken is 

( )lgO m n n+

DisjointDisjoint--Set Forest RepresentationSet Forest Representation

UnionUnion
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•• Union by RankUnion by Rank

•• Path CompressionPath Compression

Each node has a field containing Each node has a field containing RankRank, which , which 
is an upper bound on the height of the nodeis an upper bound on the height of the node


